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A Unifying Approach to Scheduling Manfred Ruschitzka Rutgers University R.S. Fabry University of California



This paper presents a scheme for classifying scheduling algorithms based on an abstract model of a scheduling system which formalizes the notion of priority. Various classes of scheduling algorithms are defined and related to existing algorithms. A criterion for the implementation efficiency of an algorithm is developed and results in the definition of time-invariant algorithms, which include most of the commonly implemented ones. For time-invariant algorithms, the dependence of processing rates on priorities is derived. The abstract model provides a framework for implementing flexible schedulers in real operating systems. The policy-driven scheduler of Bernstein and Sharp is discussed as an example of such an implementation. Key Words and Phrases: scheduling algorithms, scheduling models, priority, operating systems, processor sharing, implementation efficiency CR Categories: 4.31, 4.32, 4.34, 4.35, 8.1



Introduction The grouping of scheduling algorithms according to common features and parameters [4, 10, 11, 16] has resulted in the definitions of classes of algorithms which aid in analyzing the resulting system behaviors. Owing to their extended set of parameters, however, more sophisticated algorithms which concern themselves with system load [15], job delay [2], deadlock situations [5], working sets [8], and so on are beyond the scope of those classes. In this paper, a classification scheme is suggested which is applicable to arbitrary algorithms. This scheme is based on a model of a generalized scheduling system which manages the resources in a single multiserver system. Contemporary general purpose systems and computer networks which involve the management of a number of different system resources can be modeled as a set of interacting multiserver systems [1]. Owing to its suitability for classifying algorithms, the model leads to the definition of novel classes of algorithms which are related to existing schemes. Furthermore it provides a framework for comparing and evaluating different algorithms in queueing theoretical terms [17], by means of simulations, and in real operating systems. In an implementation, the overhead of the generalized scheduling system is a function of the particular algorithm used. A criterion for implementation efficiency is suggested, and the class of algorithms satisfying this criterion is defined.



Universal Scheduling System A universal scheduling system (USS) is a generalized scheduler supporting the execution of arbitrary scheduling algorithms for a job stream arriving at a multiserver system. The characteristics, or states, of resident jobs are represented by records which are maintained by the USS. The arbitrary scheduling algorithm may vary in time and is specified in terms of - a decision mode, - a priority function, and - a n arbitration rule. Copyright © 1977, Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of this material is granted provided that ACM's copyright notice is given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. This research was supported in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Office of the Secretary of Defense under grant DAHCIS-73-G6. Authors' addresses: M. Ruschitzka, Department of Computer Science, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903; R.S. Fabry, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720.



Figure 1 illustrates the structure of a USS. At certain instants in time which are specified by the decision mode, the USS evaluates the priority function for all jobs in the system. The job(s) with the highest priorities is (are) given control of the servers; the arbitration rule is applied in case there are multiple jobs with the same priority.The USS is said to emulate an arbitrary scheduling algorithm in the sense that it makes exactly the same scheduling decisions at exactly the same times.
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Fig. 1. Structure of a universal scheduling system.
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The decision mode characterizes the instants in time, or decision epochs, at which job priorities are computed and compared and at which one or more .jobs are selected for service. The set of jobs being serviced cannot change between two consecutive decision epochs. Depending on the decision mode, algorithms may be nonpreemptive, quantum-oriented, - preemptive, or - processor-sharing. -
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In nonpreemptive algorithms, jobs are allowed to run to completion; scheduling decisions are only made when a job departs or when an arriving job finds the system empty. In quantum-oriented algorithms, decisions are also made upon completion of a quantum. For infinite quantum sizes, this mode degenerates into the nonpreemptive mode. In preemptive algorithms, a decision is also made upon the arrival of a job. In other words, the decision epochs of preemptive algorithms are the set of all arrival and departure times as well as the quantum completion times. Finally, processor-sharing schemes [12] may be obtained from quantum-oriented ones by letting the quantum size approach zero. So far, only a few schemes, like round robin and feedback [6, 18], have been studied in processor-sharing mode. Theoretical results about processor-sharing algorithms serve as a good approximation for schemes with small quantum sizes. The decision modes are listed in increasing order of generality in the sense that the set of decision epochs of each mode is a superset of the decision epochs of the previous modes. While these four modes seem to suffice to characterize all interesting algorithms, additional modes are not ruled out. At any rate, any algorithm can be emulated in processorsharing mode, since it allows decisions to be made continuously. However, the priority function for a particular algorithm may vary with the decision mode in 470



which this algorithm is emulated. In the less general modes, it is sometimes possible to use simpler priority functions because they are evaluated at discrete intervals only. The three less general modes are included in the classification scheme because they allow simple characterizations of many algorithms and their efficien.t emulation on a USS. The priority function is an arbitrary function of job and system parameters. At any time, a job's priority is defined as the value of the priority function applied to the current values of the parameters. Following Coffman and Kleinrock [4], we concentrate on naming parameters of the priority functions, rather than trying to elaborate on their forms. Some of the parameters on which priorities can be based are - memory requirement, - a t t a i n e d service time, - t o t a l service time, external priorities, timeliness, - system load. The memory requirement serves as a major scheduling criterion in batch processing systems. In interactive systems, it is also important since it is a good measure of swapping overhead, but the attained service time is usually the most important parameter. Some systems assume that the total service time of a job is known in advance. External priorities may be used to differentiate between various classes of user jobs. Timeliness takes into account the fact that the urgency of completing a job may vary in time. The priority may increase in time [2, 13], or, as in deadline scheduling, it may decrease. Greenberger's cost accrual algorithm represents timeliness in its most general form [10]; the goal is the minimization of the accrued cost due to the delay of all jobs in the system. System load is another important parameter owing to its adverse effect on system response. Under heavy load, some schedulers attempt to maintain good response to high priority jobs by discriminating more strongly according to external priorities [15]. Others concentrate on reducing swapping overhead by varying quantum sizes [7]. As opposed to the other parameters we have listed, system load is not a job characteristic; its value is the same for all jobs in the system. The arbitration rule resolves conflicts among jobs with equal highest priority. Usually a first in, first out, or FIFO, rule is adopted. Note, however, that the arbitration rule can make the difference between a FIFO and a last in, first out, or LIFO, policy. In the quantum-oriented mode, tied jobs are often allocated quanta in a cyclic manner. In the processor-sharing mode, all jobs with the highest priority are served simultaneously; the arbitration rule is irrelevant. The arbitration rule is therefore not essential for the specification of an algorithm. As with the decision mode, the advantage of specifying an arbitration rule is that it simplifies the priority function. Communications of the ACM
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For algorithms which are both time-invariant and unbiased, we conclude



Priorities and Policy Functions In the most general case, the priority of a job may be an arbitrary function of an arbitrary number of parameters, including its attained processing time a, the real time r which the job has spent in the computer system, its processing requirement t, an externally assigned importance factor i, some measure of its memory requirement m, and so on: (1)



e = e ( a , r, t, i, m , . . .).



Together with a decision mode and an arbitration rule, this priority function P defines a scheduling algorithm. Of course any transforms of the priority function which preserve equalities an inequalities emulate the same scheduling scheme. Such transforms are said to generate equivalent priority functions. Table I lists priority functions, decision modes, and arbitration rules for a few scheduling algorithms. A large class of important scheduling algorithms can be defined by a priority function of only three arguments: P = P(a, r, t). Algorithms in this class include shortest job first, shortest remaining service time first, longest job first, and longest remaining service time first. A subset of this class is independent of the service time requirement t and can be characterized by a priority function of only two parameters: P = P(a, r). Algorithms in this class are called u n b i a s e d algorithms because they have no advance knowledge of the job's total service requirement t. Unbiased algorithms include FIFO, service in random order, L I F O , round robin, feedback [6], and some cost accrual schemes I10]. Unbiased algorithms are widely used in real systems, and many of their properties have been investigated. In particular, Kleinrock, Muntz, and Hsu derived tight bounds and a conservation law [14] for exactly this class of algorithms. An algorithm is called time-invariant if the difference between the priorities of two jobs does not change as long as neither of them receives service. Time-invariant algorithms are particularly efficient to emulate.



Table I. Constants: c~, c2; scheduling parameters: m (memory requirement), r (real time in system), a (attained service time), t (total service time); decision modes: np (nonpreemptive), qo (quantum-oriented), p (preemptive), ps (processor-sharing). Scheduling algorithm



Priority function



smallest memory requirement first FIFO LIFO round robin feedback preemptive shortest job first processor-sharing, longest remaining service first



cl/m + c2, - m , etc. r -r 0 -a -t t - a
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Decision mode



Arbitration rule



np



arbitrary



np np qo qo p



arbitrary arbitrary cyclic FIFO FIFO



ps



not applicable



(2)



P(a, r + x) - P(a, r) = v(x)



where v(x) is a function only of x since the difference must not depend on either a or r. Equation (2) is a special case of the Hamel equation [9]. If P(a, r) is bounded in any interval, the unique solution is (3)



e ( a , r) = Cr + y(a)



where C is a constant andf(a) is an arbitrary function in a. Note that P(a, m , i, r . . . . ) = Cr + f ( a , m , i, . . .) denotes a more general class of time-invariant algorithms. The constant C in eq. (3) plays an important role. For C < 0, a job's priority decreases in real time. Such a policy might be used for jobs whose quick completion is important but whose timeliness decays in real time. Deadline scheduling, LIFO, and some cost accrual schemes are examples of such algorithms. For C = 0, priority is a function only of the attained service time. This is the case for feedback schemes which use a FIFO arbitration rule (Table I). If f (a) is also constant, the operation of the USS is determined by the arbitration rule. For example, a quantum-oriented mode and a cyclic arbitration rule yield the r o u n d robin algorithm. In the processor-sharing mode, the arbitration rule has no effect and a constant f ( a ) results in the processorsharing round robin algorithm. A positive constant C assures that a job's delay is given special consideration. FIFO, the policy-driven scheduler [2], and some of the cost accrual policies belong to this class. As indicated above, feedback schemes may be specified by a priority function with C = 0 and a FIFO arbitration rule which serves to determine the priorities of jobs with the same attained service time. Instead of a FIFO arbitration rule, the real-time parameter r may be used to serve the same purpose. In this case, a more complex priority function with C > 0 results. This alternative priority function which does not require a FIFO arbitration rule will be discussed under "Examples of Emulations." If C is nonzero, eq. (3) may be divided by C without altering the emulated algorithm since equalities and inequalities are preserved. We assume in the remainder of this paper that priorities are increasing in real time (C > 0). Analogous results can be obtained with C < 0. Thus eq. (3) reduces to: (4) where the arbitrary function F(a) is called the policy function1 of the unbiased time-invariant priority P(a, r). In general, time-invariant priorities are characterized by a policy function F of an arbitrary number of arguments (e.g. attained CPU time, working set size, externally assigned user class, attained channel time, calls to P(a, r) = r - F(a),



1 F(a) is named after the policy function F(r) in Bernstein and Sharp's policy-driven scheduler I6]. Note, however, that F(a) actually corresponds to the inverse off(r). Physical interpretations of F(a) and its derivative will be presented. Communications of the ACM
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the operating system, etc.). Note that the dimension of the policy function in eq. (4) is real time. We can therefore plot both the position of a job and the policy function in the same real-time / service-time diagram. Figure 2 shows the relation between the policy function and priorities for two jobs in the system. In this diagram, the priority of a job is given by its vertical distance from the policy function. Independent of their values of r and a, two or more jobs with the same vertical distance from the policy function will therefore have the same priority. If the positions of a group of jobs were plotted at some instant, they would lie on some translation of the policy function in positive or negative direction of real time if and only if all jobs in this group have the same priority. Jobs with different priorities will be positioned on different translations of the policy function, and no job can be positioned above the translated policy function which carries the group of jobs (possibly just one) with the highest priority. Jobs below move upward at unit rate since they receive no service. They will receive service as soon as they catch up with the highest priority group. For the simple policy function F(a) = constant, the priority of a job increases linearly with the time it spends in the system. Independent of the decision mode, the scheduling system will therefore service jobs to completion in the order of their arrival; this is the FIFO algorithm. Similarly any monotonic decreasing policy function also yields the FIFO algorithm since for such policy functions the term - F ( a ) in eq. (4) increases while a job is being serviced. Thus no other job can ever reach the priority of the running job.



Equivalent Policy Functions From the example of the FIFO algorithm, it is apparent that policy functions do not map one-to-one into algorithms. Rather it has been argued that all monotonic decreasing policy functions map into the same algorithm. In general an arbitrary policy function can be replaced by a unique equivalent policy function. Consider the case of a policy function with a local maximum as depicted in Figure 3 and assume the decision mode of processor sharing. Suppose that after R seconds in the system a test job has reached m seconds of service, where m denotes the local maximum of the policy function. Suppose also that the test job is currently being serviced, i.e. it is in the highest priority group, and that the attained service times of all other jobs in this group are outside the range [m, b], where F(b) = F ( m ) . The priority of all jobs in the highestpriority group at this instant is P ( m , R) = R - E(m). Owing to the decreasing values of the policy function above m, the test job gains priority faster than the other jobs and seizes the server until it reaches b seconds of service. At that point, its priority is again the same as that of the other jobs which have previously been in the 472



highest priority group, namely R + (b - m ) - F(b) or R + (b - m ) - F(m) or P ( m , R + (b - m ) ) . Thus, after reaching b seconds of service, the test job will again share the facility with the other highest priority jobs. But exactly the same scheduling sequence would have been achieved if the valley of the policy function F(a) between m and b had been replaced by a horizontal line. This is due to the fact that all highest priority jobs remain on the same translation of the policy function while the test job is being serviced over the horizontal portion. Note that the equality of priorities would be disturbed if any other job in the highest priority group were serviced. Consider next the case of a policy function with a countable number of local maxima as illustrated in Figure 4. Assume also that a number of highest priority jobs have attained values of the service time which correspond to local maxima of F(a). In this case, different scheduling sequences may result for different shapes of the policy function between the local maxima. For continuously distributed interarrival times, the probability that two jobs reside on local maxima at the same time is zero and such a possibility will be ignored. Thus, assuming continuously distributed interarrival times, an arbitrary policy function may be replaced by an equivalent monotonic increasing policy function, which emulates the same algorithm. It can be shown that this result is true for arbitrary arrival processes. ~ A unique n o r m a l i z e d policy function can be obtained from this equivalent monotonic increasing one by adding a constant such that F(0) = 0. In the realtime / service-time diagram, the priority of all jobs residing on the normalized policy function is therefore equal to zero. While normalization by adding a constant to a policy function will always preserve the scheduling sequences of jobs passing through the system, a word of explanation is in order about the scope of the equivalence of monotonic increasing policy func.tions. This equivalence was shown to be valid for jobs which are continuously serviced in the highest priority group. If a given policy function assures that all jobs which have joined the highest priority group will remain in the highest priority group until they depart, it follows that the equivalent monotonic increasing policy function will result in identical scheduling sequences for all jobs. On the other hand, if the form of a given policy function permits the priority of the highest priority group to assume values less than F(0), the priority of an arriving job, then the replacement of a valley of this function by a horizontal line may decrease a job's priority below F(0). This may lead to preemption of the highest priority group by the new arrival and thus change the scheduling sequence with respect to the new arrival. But since a job cannot attain more service than real time in z This derivation involves the higher order derivatives of F(a). Since it is beyond the scope of this paper, it will not be presented here. Communications of the ACM
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Fig. 2. Priorities derived from a policy function:



P ( a , r) = r -



F(a).
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Fig. 3. Policy function with a local maximum and its equivalent.
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For the processor-sharing case, the shape of the normalized policy function lends itself to an interpretation of its physical meaning. As outlined in the previous section, a zero slope may allow a job to seize the processor. Conversely a very steep slope causes a job to lose priority quickly. In general, the processing rate of a job is closely related to the derivative of the policy function at the point corresponding to the job's attained service time. This result can be demonstrated as follows. Assume that at time r the USS services n jobs with the same highest priority P simultaneously on s servers and that n is greater than or equal to s. Assume also that job i (i -1, 2, . . . , n) has been in the system for r~ seconds and has attained ai seconds of service. Then P=ri-
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i= 1,2,...,n.



After an infinitesimal time interval Ar, each of the n jobs has gained Aa~ seconds of service, and the priority of the n jobs has changed to
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Fig. 4. Policy function and its normalized equivalent.
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the system (a  F(O) + a for some range of a. Consequently the replacement of an arbitrary policy function F(a) by its equivalent monotonic increasing one will preserve the scheduling sequences of all .jobs passing through the system if all local maxima F(m~) satisfy F(mi) 


lim Aa~= lim 1 - ( A P / A r ) _ ar--,o A r
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A Taylor series expansion of F, cancellation of the term P, dividing by Ar, and taking the limit yields an expression for the fraction of real time each job gained in service:



attained service time



F'(aO'



i =



1,2



....



n,



K>-



O,



(8)



where K is a proportionality factor which depends on the number of servers, the policy function, the number of jobs in the highest priority group, and their attained service times. Equation (8) states that the service rates of a job in the highest priority group is inversely proportional to the derivative of the policy function evaluated for its attained service. This result is the microscopic equivalent of the well-known fact that the averCommunications of the ACM
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service rate of a job is identical to the inverse of the derivative of the r e s p o n s e f u n c t i o n (the average amount of real time a job spends in the system as a function of its service time) [14, 17]. The service rate involves the factor K, which can be interpreted with respect to the dynamic upward and downward motion of the translation of the policy function carrying the highest priority jobs. Since the distance of this translation from the normalized policy function is identical to the priority of the jobs it carries, the rate at which this translation moves is given by the quantity l i m ( A P / A r ) = 1 - K . Jobs with the same priority are effectively in a group, and no job will leave the group until it is completed. While the priority of the highest priority group changes at a rate of 1 - K, the priorities of all other groups change at unit rate since no service is attained. A lower priority group may therefore merge with the highest priority group. On the other hand, the highest priority group may be preempted by a group of newly arriving jobs with higher priority. From eq. (8) it can be seen that not all .jobs in the highest priority group need to receive service simultaneously. First, if the derivative F ' ( a ) is zero in some region, one or more jobs may seize the processor(s). Second, if the derivative F ' ( a ) is infinite for some value of the attained service, one or more .jobs may relinquish the processor(s). On the other hand, with a strictly monotonic increasing policy function with finite derivatives, all jobs which have ever received service simultaneously will always be serviced simultaneously. The special case of a linear policy function whose slope approaches infinity deserves some attention. Under such an algorithm, jobs lose priority at a rate approaching infinity as soon as they receive service. Their priority increase due to the time they spend in the system becomes negligible. Thus the jobs with the least amount of attained service have the highest priority. This is the strategy of the processor-sharing feedback (FB) scheme [6]. In general any "vertical" policy function which is the limit of a monotonic increasing policy function will emulate the processor-sharing FB algorithm. In the general case, the policy function is a function of n arguments (service time, memory requirement, operating system calls, channel time, etc.), and its derivative is a weighted sum of n partial derivatives. The display of such a policy function requires an (n + 1)dimensional space. An interesting case arises when the policy function is a function of a linear combination of its parameters: F(Cla I -k c2az + "'" + c r a r ) . If a "generalized attained service" a is substituted for this combination of weighted parameters, the results about normalized policy functions and processor sharing at different rates remain valid. The policy function can be displayed as in Figure 2, the sum of partial derivatives degenerates into a total derivative with respect to the generalized service, and the relative service rates reage
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main inversely proportional to this derivative. At least two real systems utilize the notion of such a generalized service in their schedulers; in the policy-driven scheduler on the G E 635 of the General Electric Research and Development Center [2], it is measured in terms of "resource units," and the System Resources Manager in IBM'S VS2/2 expresses the service rate in terms of "service units" per second [15].



Implementation A prominent feature of the USS is its suitability for both theoretical and experimental approaches. Implementing a scheduler as a USS allows algorithms to be changed easily over a wide range. Moreover, such changes may be instigated either externally or internally. Of course, it is often unrealistic to emulate a processor-sharing algorithm because of excessive overhead. But even for algorithms which do not employ processor sharing, the issue of overhead arises in the context of computing and comparing the priorities of all jobs at every decision epoch. The importance of time-invariant priorities becomes apparent in this context. While any time-invariant algorithm can be implemented in the way suggested below, we shall continue to use the example of unbiased time-invariant algorithms as an illustration. Equation (4) shows that for such algorithms priorities change linearly in real time unless a job attains service. Determining the real time r which a job has spent in the system from its time of arrival e and the current real time c, r = c - e,



(9)



and subtracting the current time c from all job priorities (which preserves equalities and inequalities) changes eq. (4) to P(a, c -



e) -



c = -e



-



F(a).



(10)



The priority measure in eq. (10) is particularly suited to an efficient implementation. Since this measure is independent of real time, job entries can be ordered in a queue according to decreasing priorities. At a decision epoch, the USS therefore need not compute the priorities of all jobs but simply picks the job(s) at the head of the queue for execution. The priorities of the preempted jobs are recomputed and their entries are inserted into the queue according to these new values. Essentially this is the scheme implemented in the policy-driven scheduler [2]. There the policy function is a function of the user class and of a linear combination of attained services measured in resource units. The queue is ordered in increasing order of the negative priority measure of eq. (10), and special rules have been introduced to govern the swapping activities. The original implementation of this scheduler was not time-invariant and required an excessive amount of Communications of the ACM
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Table II. Decision modes: np (nonpreemptive), qo ( q u a n t u m oriented), pr (preemptive), ps (processor-sharing); scheduling parameters: r (real time in system), i (user class), R (generalized attained service), a (attained service), q ( q u a n t u m size). Scheduling algorithm



Priority function



Policy function



Decision Arbitramode tion rule



FIFO policy-driven scheduler[2] two-level preemptive feedback
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random FIFO
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processor-sharing feedback



r l i m k ~ ka



specification of either F I F O , processor-sharing round robin, or processor-sharing FB for every level. As for the n-level feedback scheme, the job class on level i may be assigned a range of priority numbers such that - i z 


f o r a -


= limJ-



~, fora >q l i m k ~ ka



ps



not applicable



t.



Examples of Emulations Many algorithms are based on the notion of job classes. Job classes serve to identify jobs with related priorities and can be defined in terms of arbitrary job parameters. Depending on the definition, a job may or may not change class m e m b e r s h i p during its lifetime in the system. If the priorities of jobs in one class are always to be higher (or lower) than the ones in another class, independent of how long they have been in the system, the priorities of the two classes on a USS must differ by an infinite amount. Conventional schedulers typically maintain a separate queue for each class. The most common example for these algorithms is the group of n-level feedback algorithms [6], where class membership is based on the attained service. This group can be emulated by using the policy function F(a) = limz_oo~iz, for q~ 


(11)



Theoretically the limit in this equation is necessary to guarantee the correct emulation when the real time of a job in the system approaches infinity. For all practical purposes, however, this limit can be approximated by using a large positive integer for z. Jobs which have acquired fewer than q , seconds of service are treated in a F I F O fashion. When a job has received ql seconds of service, its priority jumps to r - z, thus effectively preventing any service allocation as long as there are jobs with fewer than ql seconds of service in the system. After the ith quantum qi, priority is reduced to r - iz, delaying service until all jobs have received i quanta. The multilevel feedback algorithms [14] represent a generalization of the n-level feedback algorithms. While the latter treat all jobs on one level in F I F O fashion, multilevel feedback algorithms allow for the 475



(12)



where qi -< a < qi+l; and



computation for its execution. A minor change in the algorithm, which converted it into a time-invariant one, resulted in a significant i m p r o v e m e n t of system behavior.



for psFB,



i = 0, 1 . . . . .



n - 1;q0 = 0 ; q n = ~.



If only F I F O and/or processor-sharing FB are specified for the n levels, the policy function F(a) can be determined directly from the relation P ( a , r) = r - F(a). If processor-sharing round robin is also specified for one or more levels, the constant C in eq. (3) is zero and eq. (12) cannot uniformly be divided by C to yield F(a). The priority measure of eq. (10) remains valid, however, if the time of arrival e is defined to be a constant for all job classes on processor-sharing round robin levels. The policy-driven scheduler [2] deserves special credit for proving the feasibility of implementing a scheduler based on a functional p a r a m e t e r - t h e policy f u n c t i o n - i n a production oriented system. In this installation, the policy function f - l ( i , R ) is a function of the user class i and of "resource units" R, a linear combination of various attained services. The specifications for this scheduler as well as for a n u m b e r of other time-invariant algorithms are summarized in Table II. The selfish round robin (SRR) algorithms, which include F I F O and processor-sharing round robin, are defined in terms of two parameters a and/3, or equivalently in terms of two job classes [11]. The priority of jobs in the highest priority group increases at a rate/3, while all other jobs gain priority at a rate a, where 0 -< /3 -< a. Since an arriving job gains priority at a higher rate, it will eventually catch up with the highest priority group, say after a waiting time W. Thereafter it will share the facility equally with the other highest priority jobs. S R R algorithms are emulated by the priority function ~ar, P(r, W) = laW+



/3(r - W),



f o r r --~ W, f o r r < W,



(13)



or, after dividing by a , r, P(r, W)



=



(/3/a)r-



W(/3/a-



1),



f o r r -< W, f o r r > W.



(14)



Note that P ( r , W ) = r if/3 = a; this priority function specifies the F I F O algorithm (policy function F(a) = 0). If/3 = 0, the first job in a busy period will retain a zero priority because its waiting time W is zero. Since its Communications of the A C M
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priority is also the highest priority in the system, however, all new arrivals with priority P(r = 0, W) = 0 will immediately join the highest priority group. Thus a SRR algorithm with /3 = 0 specifies a zero priority function which emulates the processor-sharing round robin algorithm. Chua and Bernstein [3] have analyzed a parameterized model which lends itself to an analysis of a class of feedback algorithms. This model is quantum-oriented and makes use of a queue with numbered positions. Position 1 contains the job being serviced. After receiving its ith quantum, a job is fed back into queue position 7ri, where the set of rri's (i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ) specifies a particular algorithm. Special rules govern collisions with new arrivals and ensure that all jobs in the system are placed in contiguous positions at the top of the queue. After a quantum, the new position of any job can be defined as a function of its previous position, the set of 7ri's, the number of jobs in the system, whether there is a new arrival or not, and the number of attained quanta as well as the total service requirement of the job leaving position 1. Since the priority of a job is monotonic decreasing with its queue position, any monotonic decreasing function of the function for the new position will serve as the priority function emulating the algorithm specified by the set of ~-~'s. In the general case, such an algorithm will not be time-invariant since jobs being fed back may be inserted between two previously contiguous jobs in the queue. The derivation of the policy function F(a) for timeinvariant unbiased algorithms was based on the assumption of a positive constant C in eq. (3). For algorithms which cause a job's priori!y to decrease in real time, however, this constant must be negative. The class of time-invariant unbiased algorithms actually consists of three subclasses which are characterized by C = 0, C > 0, and C < 0. The latter two subclasses contain the same number of algorithms and, moreover, form a duality. For any algorithm with C < 0, the priority function (cf. eq. (4)) can be expressed as P(a, r) = - ( r



-



G(a)).



In the real-time / service-time diagram, the priority is still proportional to the vertical distance of a job from the "policy function" G(a), but with opposite sign. Thus the highest priority jobs are positioned on the l o w e s t translation of G(a), and all other jobs must necessarily reside above this translation. Normalization of an arbitrary G(a) results in a monotonic decreasing function, and the derivative of a normalized G(a) is inversely proportional (but with opposite sign) to the service rate of a job in the highest priority group. The term e ( a , c - e) + c = e + G(a)



mentations (cf. eq. (10)). To summarize, for every algorithm P(a, r) = r - F(a) in subclass C > 0 there exists a dual algorithm P(a, r) = - ( r - G(a)) in subclass C < 0, where G(a) = - F ( a ) and dual physical interpretations hold. In contemporary computer systems, scheduling algorithms with C < 0 are not common, but LIFO is an important algorithm for many applications in operations research. Clearly L I F O is the dual algorithm to FIFO, since it can be emulated with G(a) = 0 or P(a, r) = - r .



Summary The model of a USS provides a unifying mechanism for dealing with arbitrary scheduling algorithms. Some algorithms define priorities in terms of queue structures, while others base their decisions on priority numbers. In formalizing the notion of job priority, the USS relates these two approaches and provides the basis for comparing and evaluating different algorithms. The model suggests a rather natural classification scheme in terms of decision mode, priority function, and arbitration rule and leads to the definition of various classes, including the unbiased and the time-invariant scheduling algorithms. Algorithms which are not time-invariant can be specified in terms of priority functions. Policy functions can be used to emulate time-invariant algorithms. The derivatives of normalized policy functions are shown to control the relative service rate of a job as a function of its attained service. Furthermore, the duality among time-invariant unbiased algorithms is pointed out. The USS is more than a theoretical tool, however. It lends itself to an efficient implementation for timeinvariant policies. In such an implementation, the overhead occurs at decision epochs and consists of computing priority measures for the preempted jobs and inserting them into an ordered queue. For some simple algorithms, this overhead may be slightly higher than for a conventional scheduler which does not use a function as a priority measure. For more sophisticated algorithms, a USS provides a flexible, efficient, and yet uniform framework for implementation. Arbitrary parameters, including system load, job delay, and so on, may be considered and the scheduling algorithm may be modified while the system runs, either dynamically or by external intervention. Designed to consider a minimum level of acceptable service specified via a policy function for each user group, the policy-driven scheduler [2] represents an implementation for time-invariant algorithms. The results concerning emulation, equivalence of policy functions, and the relationship between policy functions and processing rates are directly applicable to this scheduler and demonstrate its potential generality.



may be used as an efficient priority measure in imple-
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